173 bargello

(multiple of 4 sts plus 5)
ML (make loop) Insert RH needle into the next st 2 rows below and pull up a loose loop of yarn, k the next st, pass the loop over the st just knit.
Preparation Row 1 (WS) With MC, purl.
Preparation Row 2 With MC, knit.
Preparation Row 3 With MC, p2, p1 wrapping yarn around needle twice, *p3, p1 wrapping yarn around needle twice; rep from *, end p2.
Row 1 (RS) With A, k2,*wyib sl1 dropping extra wrap, k1, ML, k1; rep from *, end wyib sl1 dropping extra wrap, k2.
Row 2 With A, p2, wyif sl1, *p3, wyif sl1; rep from *, end p2.
Row 3 With A, knit.
Row 4 With A, p2, p1 wrapping yarn around needle twice, *p3, p1 wrapping yarn around needle twice; rep from *, end p2.
Rows 5–8 With MC, rep rows 1–4.
Rows 13–16 With MC, rep rows 1–4.
Rep rows 1–24.

Color Key
- MC rust
- A dark green
- B orange
- C medium green

Stitch Key
- K on RS, P on WS
- wyib sl1 on RS, wyif sl1 on WS
- pl wrapping yarn twice around needle
- ml (make loop)